January 15th is **National Hat Day**. There are many examples of coins that feature a hat as part of their design. Your mission is to list the members of a “Hat Type Set” by finding the correct answers to the clues below.

1. This United States coin was designed by Charles Keck and features a laborer.
   Coin: _________________________________

2. A cap signifying liberty is featured on this ancient coin that celebrates a murder.
   Coin: _________________________________

3. This coin portrays the woman who was the only wife and grandmother of a President.
   Coin: _________________________________

4. This 20 kroner coin was minted in 1990 from a country whose nation’s flag contains a large white cross.
   Coin: _________________________________

5. Vittorio Emanuele III appears on this coin that was minted to observe the 10th anniversary of the end of World War I.
   Coin: _________________________________

6. Two hats are in the design of this half dollar minted to commemorate the 75th anniversary of a three day battle.
   Coin: _________________________________

7. The man who wears the hat on this dollar coin was Erik the Red’s son.
   Coin: _________________________________

8. Tupac Amaru appears on this coin first minted in 1971.
   Coin: _________________________________

9. Minted in 1969, this coin celebrated the 500th anniversary of the navigator who discovered a sea route from Europe to India.
   Coin: _________________________________

10. All things being equal, the reverse of this coin shows a hat that is held but not worn.
    Coin: _________________________________

11. I “Dare” you to name this half dollar with a hat on the obverse.
    Coin: _________________________________

12. This coin was first minted in 1991 and features the image of a Prince from the land of Dracula.
    Coin: _________________________________

13. The same subject on this quarter appears once with a hat and once without.
    Coin: _________________________________

14. The same subject on this dollar appears once with a hat and one without.
    Coin: _________________________________

15. Denied by the designer, the subject who wears the hat looks a lot like someone who threw seven no-hitters.
    Coin: _________________________________
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ANSWERS
1. Coin: Panama – Pacific Exposition dollar
2. Coin: Eid Mar
3. Coin: Anna Harrison Ten dollar
4. Coin: 1990 Denmark 20 kroner – KM# 8704
5. Coin: 1928 Italy 20 lire – KM# 70
6. Coin: 1936 Gettysburg Commemorative half dollar
7. Coin: 2000 Leif Ericson Millennium dollar
8. Coin: Peru 1971 10 soles KM# 255
9. Coin: Portugal 1969 50 escudos
10. Coin: Wyoming State quarter
11. Coin: 1937 Roanoke Island 350th Anniversary half dollar
12. Coin: Romania 1991 100 lei KM# 111
13. Coin: New Jersey State quarter
15. Coin: 1992 XXV Olympiad dollar